**Description of the company/institution**

**Literaturhaus Vienna / Documentation Center for Modern Austrian Literature**

combines the typical agenda of a literature house (reading events, book presentations, exhibitions) with the assignments of an archive on Austrian literature of the 20th and 21st century (library, literary estates, newspaper clipping archive).

---

**Facts and figures about the company/institution**

Founded in 1965 as an archive the Documentation Center changed its character fundamentally when it also became a literature house.

Reading events: ca. 100 readings a year (new book releases, symposia, round table discussions)

Library: 70,000 books by Austrian authors and on Austrian literature
Literary periodicals: 200 periodicals in subscription
Newspaper clippings: 1 million
60 literary estates
Audio archive: 7,000 items
Video archive: 2,500 items

Austrian Archive for Exile Studies founded in 1993: The Archive documents the life and work of Austrian writers and other cultural figures who have been living in exile and emigration since 1933 or 1938.

Website: extensive platform for Austrian literature: with a book magazine, reviews, literary portraits, informations on literary exhibitions, journeys, conferences etc.
www.literaturhaus.at

---

**Requirement profile**

General interest in literature; preferably some basic knowledge of Austrian literature

---

**Further special requirements on candidates**

basic computer skills

---

**Contact for applications**

Mag. Robert Huez
director
huez@literaturhaus.at